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Storage is always the greatest challenge in any kitchen. For those looking to use every available space
but without the expense of a bespoke kitchen Neptune have the ideal solution. The Chichester Grand Larder
is a prime example of Neptune’s philosophy to design furniture that combines form and function whilst
using only the finest materials and true craftsmanship. The Chichester Grand Larder is in every sense a
magnificent piece of furniture.
Neptune has cleverly designed full height cabinets with the purpose of allowing a selection of cabinets
to be teamed up collectively to produce a fabulous centrepiece to any kitchen whilst concealing a vast
capacity of storage. A wide variety of options is therefore possible to suit all size kitchens and again
provide a bespoke/tailored feel to each customer’s specific needs.
Just one example of a combination (shown in the images here) is two larder cabinets combined with a
bridge link cabinet above an American style fridge/freezer– this storage unit is indeed a grand
design!
The smaller kitchen can use the two larders without any bridging cabinets to create a compact yet fully
featured, free standing larder space, concealed fridge freezer, or equally an oven housing cabinet; in
fact there are endless combinations.
Available in as many colours as are their kitchens these full height cabinets lend an elegant and
sophisticated feel to any kitchen. As usual with Neptune, only the best materials and the most advanced
manufacturing techniques are used and the value for money is simply amazing – The Grand Full Height
combination shown including the bridge is from just £3350 (excluding appliances). Incredible storage,
incredible craftsmanship and an incredible price!
The Chichester collection also includes a wide variety of beautifully crafted freestanding furniture
including, glazed dressers, glazed cabinets and wine racks as well as a vast choice of kitchen cabinets
and islands.
For further information and hi-res images please contact Natasha ( natasha@aminocms.com ) or Julie (
julie@aminocms.com ) at Amino PR Limited on 0207 084 6212
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